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About This Content

Victoria II: Heart of Darkness is the second expansion for the grand strategy and political simulator Victoria II. This expansion
focuses on the Scramble for Africa. Compete with other colonial powers and experience international crises which require

Great Power mediation if the world is to avoid war in this experience crafted by Paradox Development Studio.

Key Features

 Experience a brand new colonization system: Use your navy to expand your empire, compete against other colonial
powers and struggle to maintain your overseas control. Colonial conflicts can spiral out of control and become
international crises. They will have to be decided by diplomatic negotiations or risk costly wars

 Battle your enemies in the new naval combat system: Together with the new colonization system, your navies are more
important than ever. A new system of gun ranges brings more depth and strategy to warfare on the high seas. Powerful
new battleships also join the other classes of ships to bridge the gap to Dreadnoughts

 Prepare for International Crises: Around the world international crises continually call on the Great Powers to mediate
and compromise, with war always being the last resort. As one of the lesser powers, use your influence to stir up local
flash points so you can use fleet footed diplomacy to get the Great Powers to right the wrongs that have been committed
against your nation!

 Follow the global events with the new newspaper system: Attain a greater sense of immersion by receiving local and
global reports on world events. Over 60 newspapers, both historic and otherwise, periodically present you with the latest
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news reports of war, major events, royal gossip and other matters of interest
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WOW, this DLC is a very good thing and it should be highly recommended when first buying Victoria II, Victoria II: Heart of
Darkness is a DLC everyone should get, this DLC is very good in my opinion and i really recommend buying this one.. The
expansion isn't necessarily bad,it just seems overpriced and doesn't change much.If you get it get it on sale.. Having played a
good amount of vanilla Victoria II at first I was did not like the changes made by the heart of darkness. But the new changes
made the game more realistic the. New colonization process was confusing at first but I think it is better. Over all the changes
made in the DLC have produced an entirely new game which I highly recommend.. Well, the only problem I've had is that after
about, say, 14 different singleplayer runs, the mod seems to stop working. It also crashes the game everytime I attempt to load
up a autosave, soooo...... Yeah, definitely wouldn't recommend the DLC for long-term use...
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